


399.00
Triple Circle Sculpture Black

TH236BZ 13x7x69”h

499.00
Twisted Sculpture,Black

T4048ZZ dia13x68”h

2499.00
Double Circle Sculpture,Black

T4016ZZ 13x8x64”h

Origins CollectionAt The Phillips Collection, we are on a ‘Green Mission’.  We have been 
long-time suppliers of fine home furnishings and accessories to the 
industry and know that even a small company can make a difference.  We 
pledge that when given the choice, we choose ‘green’.  When presented 
two types of finishes – one oil-based, the other water-based – we choose 
the latter.  It’s steps like these that will protect our planet and secure 
the future for our children.  This is why we have aligned ourselves with 
the Sustainable Furniture Council (SFC), and are proud to say we are 
founding members.  From Colossal Teakwood Horses hand-crafted from 
discarded scraps of wood to consoles carved from abandoned roots of 
trees in Northern Thailand.

Best regards,

 

Jason Phillips
Vice President



Origins Collection

The Origins Collection has been a shining light in these tumultuous times.  Each piece in this 
broad collection of furnishings is eco-friendly.  The consoles, coffee and side tables are reclaimed 
roots of long-ago felled trees.  Some are truly massive in scale.  The slabs used in the dining 
tables are responsibility harvested by working closely with the Thai government – where we 
source this wonderful offering.
We have an extensive collection of tables of all shapes and sizes.  We work with a half dozen 
species of woods indigenous to Thailand, such as Chamcha, Makha, and Teak.  These 
hardwoods are prized for their grain and durability, easily lasting for generations to come.



Beauty is within the eye of the beholder... 
What was once thrown to the side now brings a hidden beauty.  The beauty of the origins collection is born from “scrap” or unusable 
lumber. These can include root systems and stumps left from clearing for government projects. They are then crafted in to astounding 
pieces of furniture and decor. Finished in a wax or water based finish you can rest assured that every step of this process is eco-friendly. 

The scraps are then processed with care to taken to 
bring out the best of each peice

Abandoned logs and stumps are gathered through environmentally 
and government responsible sources

The beauty that is the origins collection is 
then revealed



Teakwood on Stand   57x8x71”h 
$599.00 (sku # TH58064)

Root Dining Table   75x75x30”h 
$4000.00 (sku # TH58202)

Bottle,Round,Sketchbook,Lg.   
dia9x23”h 
$4000.00 (sku # T3435ZZ)



399.00
Triple Circle Sculpture Black

TH236BZ 13x7x69”h

499.00
Twisted Sculpture,Black

T4048ZZ dia13x68”h

2499.00
Double Circle Sculpture,Black

T4016ZZ 13x8x64”h

Origins Collection

Teak Wood Console   53x13x31”h 
$2495.00 (sku # TH57990)

Jackfruit Dining Table Base   
25x18x30”h 
$1500.00.00 (sku # TH57995)

Makha Wood Freeform Bench W/Metal Legs 
73x14x17”h 
$720.00 (sku # TH58177)



Butterfly Bar Table Bar Table 
36x36x42”h 
$649.00 (sku # TH56583)

Freeform Console W/Hollow 45x13x30”h 
$1600.00 (sku # TH58168)

Butterfly Table, Wood 32x32x19”h 
$449.00 (sku # TH54440)



teak screen  18x62x73”h
$599.00 (sku # th58052)

wood freeform table  103x68-81x30”h
$4000.00 (sku # th58379)

tamarind wood coffee table w/ metal legs  67x25x17”h
$1200.00 (sku # th58180)



399.00
Triple Circle Sculpture Black

TH236BZ 13x7x69”h

499.00
Twisted Sculpture,Black

T4048ZZ dia13x68”h

2499.00
Double Circle Sculpture,Black

T4016ZZ 13x8x64”h

Origins Collection

Free Form Console   46x13x30”h 
$1200.00 (sku # TH58377)

Teakwood on Stand   56x6x61”h 
$599.00 (sku # Th58065)

wood on Stand   56x11x8”h 
$495.00 (sku # TH58253)



399.00
Triple Circle Sculpture Black

TH236BZ 13x7x69”h

499.00
Twisted Sculpture,Black

T4048ZZ dia13x68”h

2499.00
Double Circle Sculpture,Black

T4016ZZ 13x8x64”h

Origins Collection

Wood Dining Table W/Glass  26x26x30’h
$2495.00 (sku # TH56593)

Teak Wood  Console  32x13x31”h
$899.00 (sku # TH58208)

Jackfruit Dining Table Base   
21x21x30”h 
$1500.00 (sku # TH57996)



Teak Screen   59x11x73”h 
$599.00 (sku # TH58046)

Teak Screen   57x8x50”h 
$595.00 (sku # TH58040)

Teak Screen   17x75x58”h 
$599.00 (sku # TH58397)

Sphere Sculpture Bronze   
22x22x22”h 
$349.00 (sku # PH58270)



399.00
Triple Circle Sculpture Black

TH236BZ 13x7x69”h

499.00
Twisted Sculpture,Black

T4048ZZ dia13x68”h

2499.00
Double Circle Sculpture,Black

T4016ZZ 13x8x64”h

Origins Collection

The Origins Collection is an evolving collection of  the special, one-of-a-kind pieces shown 
in this catalog.  Please note that many of  the items in these pictures have already been sold.  
Please check our website for the entire in stock collection at 

www.phillipscollection.com.


